Editor's Desk

Patterns of Assault

ELIZA GRAY WAS WELL INTO REPORTING our cover package about the problem of sexual assaults on U.S. campuses when another story of sexual violence began to spread, first in the form of local alarms but eventually as a global siren of horror and outrage. The kidnapping of 276 Nigerian schoolgirls by Islamic terrorists, who threatened to sell them as sex slaves, was the most theatrical commission of a crime that occurs every day. Belinda Luscombe’s story explores the roots and growth of sex trafficking and modern slavery, which by some estimates now affects 21 million people worldwide. The attack in Nigeria by Boko Haram (whose name roughly means “Western education is forbidden”) was one more reminder of the mortal risks that girls in some countries can face when they set off on the road to freedom that an education represents.

AGAINST THAT BACKDROP, THE CHALLENGE FACING American colleges trying to deal with sexual violence can seem to be an almost academic debate over definitions and discipline. How do you balance the rights of victims and the accused, or understand the forces that lead to sexual violence, when universities themselves are often reluctant to investigate the scope of the problem? But a culture of denial yields its own mythologies, and while there can be debate over the nature of consent, the role of alcohol and the proper balance of crime and punishment, that does not mean there are no specific steps universities can take to make their campuses safer for both women and men. Gray, whose last cover story explored the hazards of synthetic pot, is passionate about stories that expose misconceptions, and she reports them relentlessly to puncture the myths.

NOW ON LIGHTBOX

In 1994, 25-year-old Alexander Chekmenev got a simple assignment: to take passport photos of citizens of Luhansk in newly independent Ukraine. But Chekmenev, a Luhansk native, took the opportunity to expose in stark detail the squalor of the former Soviet Union had tried to keep under wraps, especially in the homes of poor, elderly residents (left). His “Passport” series repudiated communism and won a top European documentary-photography prize. To see more, visit lightbox.time.com.

NOW ON TIME.COM

How popular will your name—or your child’s name—be in 25 years? In order to find out, TIME’s Chris Wilson analyzed the popularity patterns of hundreds of names throughout history. Below are a few of his predictions. Plug in your name at time.com/babynames.

Evelyn

Last peaked in 1919; next predicted peak in 2023

Genevieve

Last peaked in 1915; next predicted peak in 2031

Margaret

Last peaked in 1916; next predicted peak in 2035

Henry

Last peaked in 1881; next predicted peak in 2024

Theodore

Last peaked in 1919; next predicted peak in 2025

Harrison

Last peaked in 2009; next predicted peak in 2026
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The college town of Missoula, Mont., saw at least 80 reported rapes over three years, earning it the name America’s Rape Capital. But the nickname has it wrong. Missoula isn’t special; it is fairly average. The truth is, for young women, America’s campuses are dangerous places.

By Eliza Gray/Missoula
Under a spotlight University Hall at the University of Montana in Missoula
Photograph by John Francis Peters for TIME
Nestled at the base of a mountain in the northern Rockies,

the University of Montana in Missoula is one of the nation's most picturesque campuses and home to nearly 15,000 students. Since its founding in 1893, the school has produced 28 Rhodes scholars. Notable alumni include former Senator Mike Mansfield and All in the Family star Carroll O'Connor. The university's football team, the Grizzlies, has turned out a slew of NFL stars. It is, in short, the kind of place that makes its alumni cheer and serves as a symbol of pride throughout the state.

But something changed for Missoula on May 1, 2012, when Thomas Perez came to town. Perez, then the U.S. Assistant Attorney General for Civil Rights, stood before a press conference to announce a federal investigation into the university, city police and county attorney. "In order to learn, all students must feel safe and must feel supported," Perez told the gathering. "There was a problem in Missoula: "In the past three years, there have been at least 80 reported rapes." Practically overnight, Missoula went from being the home of one of the nation's most respected public universities to a place where young women were victimized in horrible, violent attacks—or, as news coverage began describing it, "America's rape capital."

The nickname, however, has it wrong. Calling Missoula the rape capital is as misleading as it is ugly. The University of Montana isn't a bizarre sexual-assault outlier in higher education. Instead, it is fairly average. The truth is, for young women, particularly those who are 18 or 19 years old, just beginning their college experience, America's campuses are hazardous places. Recent research shows that 1 in 5 women is the victim of an attempted or completed sexual assault during college. "If you knew your son had a 20% chance of being held up at gunpoint, you'd think twice before dropping your kid off," says Vice President Joe Biden, who has made awareness about campus sexual assault a signature issue at the White House. "Well, my God, you drop a daughter off, it's 1 in 5 she could be raped or physically abused? It is just outrageous."

The numbers on campus rape and sexual assault are so disturbing that it can be tempting to look for a flaw, to assume they are inflated by some overly broad definition—misunderstandings or morning-after regrets. They aren't. It's true that the language can be confusing. The FBI now defines rape as "penetration, no matter how slight, of the vagina or anus with any body part or object, or oral penetration by a sex organ of another person, without the consent of the victim." That reflects a revision by the Obama Administration in 2012. Earlier language referred to sex inflicted "forcibly and against her will." The newer "without the consent" language is meant to include victims who are incapacitated by alcohol or cannot otherwise give consent.

The broader term sexual assault used in the 1-in-5 statistic includes rape along with other forms of unwanted sexual contact, such as forced fondling or kissing—but more than half the assaults reported meet the strict definition of rape. Nearly three-quarters of those victims were incapacitated, underscoring the role of alcohol in campus assaults.

The 1-in-5 number shouldn't be taken to mean that young American men are a horde of violent rapists. The best research suggests that a large proportion of the worst offenses are committed by a relatively small group of students—sexual predators who find college an alarmingly auspicious environment both for targeting women and escaping punishment.

No campus is immune from concerns about sexual misconduct—a point driven home May 1 when the Obama Administration released a list of 55 colleges under federal scrutiny over how they handle sexual-assault complaints. The roster includes big public institutions like Ohio State along with Ivies Harvard and Princeton.

So rather than focus on Missoula as an outrageous oddity, it is more productive to see it as a starting point for fixing a shameful situation. Over the past two years, federal investigators have collaborated—and sometimes clashed—with school and local officials. Together, they have identified specific measures that students, colleges and local cops can take to head off assaults and make sure that when attacks do take place, the victims are properly treated. Some are as obvious as requiring school employees to report any crimes; others are as simple as arming young women—and young men—with clever tricks to derail the predators. If Missoula has been tarnished, unfairly or not, with the "rape capital" nickname, it may well be redeemed by its legacy as a test lab for helping answer the question, What will it take to make women safe at college?

Missoula's journey into the uncomfortable spotlight

began late in 2011, in the middle of finals, when the university announced the appointment of an outside investigator to look into whether two female students had been drugged and raped by members of the football team. Then another young woman told the local newspaper, the Missoulian, that several football players had raped her the year before. (No one was charged, though police said they informed the football coach.) A few weeks later, a running back for the Grizzlies was arrested for raping a woman who, according to the affidavit of probable cause, said she woke up "to find her pants and underwear pulled down" and the assailant having intercourse with her. He later pleaded guilty and is serving a 10-year sentence.
The cases kept coming. In February an exchange student from Saudi Arabia fled the country before police could question him about two alleged sexual assaults on the same night; the dean of students had told him the school launched an investigation. Then in March, the Grizzlies' quarterback Jordan Johnson was suspended from the team after an accusation of rape; he was acquitted of criminal charges at trial. Yet another rape victim told the Missoulian she believed her report to the health center would result in an investigation. But the opposite is true, since health-center records are kept confidential. The outside investigation launched by university president Royce Engstrom concluded that there had been nine cases of sexual assault at Missoula from September 2010 to December 2011.

Missoula's pattern is typical. One of the most consistent truths is how few victims, especially college students, report these attacks. A recent study showed that only 12% of rapes of college women were reported to law enforcement. Another study showed that roughly a third of college sexual-assault victims said they reported their assault to a counselor affiliated with the university. High-profile incidents often increase awareness and motivate victims to come forward. So when college officials try to shine a light on the problem—as with Engstrom's decision to engage an outside investigator—the result can be a wave of allegations that makes a campus suddenly seem less safe. That's a nasty surprise for students, parents—and admissions offices.

But there should be no surprise, because the scope of the problem has been evident for three decades. It was in 1987 that Mary Koss, a psychology professor at Kent State, released a landmark study on sexual assault. Koss surveyed more than 3,000 women and 2,000 men on 32 college campuses. She found that 1 in 4 women had been the victim of an attempted or completed rape. There was no way to reconcile that number with the stereotypical view of sexual attacks, in which a knife-wielding rapist jumps out from a dark corner. Most women, it became clear, knew their attackers, so the focus turned to so-called date rape. But much of that response centered on the idea of "No means no," which, while critical for raising awareness about consent, can sometimes reinforce its own stereotype. The very phrase date rape has a way of conjuring the image of two drunk teenagers fumbling around in the dark until a testosterone-fueled adolescent male goes too far, a moment spun out of control. As it turns out, experts say, many such moments don't happen by accident; the perpetrators often create the opportunity for the assault.

That piece of the puzzle began to fall into place in 2002, when a respected study of the male population at the University of Massachusetts concluded that only 6.4% of those college men reported committing acts in line with the legal definition of rape or attempted rape. Researchers didn't ask men outright if they had committed rape but instead asked questions about their sexual encounters.

A crucial finding: among the relatively small group of perpetrators, more than half were repeat offenders, averaging nearly six rapes each. Other studies of young men have reached similar conclusions. In
short, most guys are good guys. But the ones who are bad aren’t just straying over a line. Instead, they show a pattern of violent sexual behavior.

**To understand why a campus**

can be a dangerous place for a young woman, it helps to watch something called the Frank video. It is a re-enactment of a conversation between a University of Massachusetts researcher and an actor portraying a study respondent. This conversation takes many familiar elements of campus life—the newfound freedom of incoming students, the fraternity scene, the binge drinking at private parties fueled by alcohol, age limits in restaurants and bars—and casts them in a chilling light.

Here’s what a young college woman is up against: “We’d be on the lookout for the good-looking girls, especially the freshmen,” says the study participant. “They were easy prey, and they wouldn’t know anything about drinking or how much alcohol they could handle, so you know they wouldn’t know anything about our techniques.” The young man goes on to explain those techniques: “We’d invite them to the party. We’d get them drinking right away. We’d have kegs of beer, but we always had some kind of punch also, you know, our own home brew. We’d make it with a real sweet juice and just pour in all kinds of alcohol.” The man goes on to describe removing the woman’s clothes. She tries pushing him off; he pushes her back down and uses his arm across her chest to pin her down while having intercourse.

College party culture takes particular advantage of young women who lack experience with alcohol—an idea that is entrenched on campuses and in popular culture. Back in 1978, before the spotlight was pointed on campus sexual assault, the film Animal House portrayed one of its toga-clad frat boys making out with a girl until she passes out. A devil appears on one shoulder encouraging him to have sex with the girl; an angel on the other shoulder urges him not to, and the good angel wins. More than three decades later, popular culture still accommodates the idea—with implications for both men and women—that it’s O.K. for men to trick women into having sex, that reluctance is just a barrier to be overcome through perseverance and guile. It is a theme found everywhere from song lyrics to sitcoms.

Given the cultural tolerance and considering that so many assaults in college involve acquaintances or even boyfriends and girlfriends, perhaps it is no surprise that many women don’t immediately understand what has happened to them. According to a 2007 study for the National Institute of Justice, roughly a third of victims surveyed who did not report their assault to law enforcement said it was because they were unsure whether what they had experienced was a crime and whether harm was intended.

The first big government push to address campus sexual assault came in 1990 when Congress passed the Clery Act. The law was named for Jeannine Clery, a freshman at Lehigh University who was raped and murdered in her dorm in 1986. The law requires colleges and universities to publish annual reports on security policies and campus crime statistics, including sex offenses. The act also specifies that schools must publish information about sexual-assault policies and programs. Critics say Clery has not been successful, partly due to loopholes. A 2009 investigation by the Center for Public Integrity found that 77% of two- and four-year colleges and universities reported an implausible zero rapes in 2006, due in part to tactics like miscoding acquaintance rape as “nonforcible” and excluding rapes at off-campus parties.

The Obama Administration has employed a more muscular approach. Most people know Title IX as the 1972 law that combats gender discrimination in college sports. The Administration has turned it into a weapon in the fight against rape. In April 2011, the Department of Education sent a letter to colleges and universities warning that a failure to adequately address sexual assault violated Title IX and put them at risk of losing federal funding. The warning—combined with the efforts of student activists willing to file Title IX complaints—rocked the academic world. It was clear that, sooner or later, a college would find itself in the federal crosshairs. That school turned out to be Montana.

**Even for a university the size of Montana,**

meeting the demands of the federal investigators was difficult. In October 2012 the university tapped federal grant money and hired Kim Brown Campbell, a local with experience in sexual-assault counseling, to coordinate its response. A year after the investigation began, the departments of Education and Justice reached a joint resolution with the university governing measures moving forward. By that point, however, changes were well under way. Working with the federal government, the university has overhauled nearly every aspect of its systems for handling sexual assault.

It started with the easy stuff, including a video tutorial about rape myths, school policies and resources on campus that students were required to watch before registering for spring-semester classes. The university also made it mandatory for all its employees, excluding counselors and medical professionals, to report any information they learn about a sexual assault to a Title IX coordinator. This ensures that all complaints go to one place and trigger an investigation by the Title IX office—an approach that has created a virtuous cycle of improvement.
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approach meant to guarantee that every claim will be investigated, no matter how seemingly trivial. (If a student is found responsible, the dean of students determines the sanctions.) Another new program, Don't Cancel That Class, invites professors to use free blocks of time to ask someone knowledgeable about sexual violence to teach the class.

And the reformers have found a role for men to play. "For the first couple of decades we talked about sexual assault, there were two characters: a potential perpetrator and a victim," says Dorothy Edwards, former director of the Violence Intervention and Prevention Center at the University of Kentucky, considered a leader among schools on best practices. "The only message for men was don't, don't, don't, don't be a rapist. It took different forms, like 'No means no' or 'Consent is sexy,' but if you are like the vast majority of college men who do not rape, you've now heard for the 17th time, Don't be a rapist. If that's your only message in prevention, you are alienated and defensive—of course you are! This is about acknowledging the third character in the story, the bystander."

With grant money from the Department of Justice, Missoula launched a cutting-edge bystander-awareness program designed by experts at the University of New Hampshire. It helps students come up with realistic strategies to intervene in sexual assaults before they happen—by trying to distract or stop a potential perpetrator or getting a potential victim (like an intoxicated girl) away from a risky situation.

“You can’t go up to that group of frat members and say, ‘Next time you see your buddy taking a drunk girl upstairs, you better say, Stop! No! Real men don’t take drunk girls upstairs!’” says Edwards. Using a real example from a group she taught, Edwards tells of a fraternity brother who saw a friend taking a girl upstairs, and then called up and said, “Hey, dude, your car’s getting towed.” After the guy came down to check, he invited him to play beer pong as a distraction. Diversions like spilling a drink on someone or initiating a group activity are among the strategies that are talked about in bystander training.

Some Missoula students say they see a positive shift at the university

For the most part, the new ideas and accountability—Missoula agreed to an anonymous survey that will assess how measures are working—have been welcomed by school officials and students. So far, campus officials and student leaders are encouraged by the fact that reports of sexual misconduct to the dean of students and the Title IX investigation office have grown, suggesting that women feel they can safely come forward.

Some Missoula students say they see a shift in tone at the university too. "Things are slowly starting to change. You still encounter resistance, rape-culture issues. It hasn't gone away, but the university is taking great steps," says Jan Roddy, a junior and a coordinator at the student-run Women's Resource Center.

Past the edge of campus, things have not gone as smoothly. Part of the federal investigation scrutinized how city cops and county officials have handled campus assaults. In particular, the county prosecutor has not reacted well to Washington's feedback about how to do a better job.

"It's beyond belief that we would be accused of this," said Missoula County attorney Fred Van Valkenburg. Van Valkenburg, a round, bespectacled, pro-choice Obama supporter who employs mostly female attorneys, was referring to the Department of Justice's contention that his office has a pattern of discriminating against female victims. His response: "No way... They are all progressive, liberal-thinking people. They are not going to sit by and watch the staff discriminate against women."

Justice investigators based that conclusion on interviews with victims and an analysis showing that from 2008 to 2012, only 16% of sexual-assault cases in Missoula were prosecuted. In the Justice Department's proposed settlement agreement in December 2013, the agency detailed possible measures that included new staff positions (a sexual-assault investigator and an in-house victim advocate) along with sexual-assault training for Van Valkenburg's team. Van Valkenburg says the city already has a victim's-advocate office with over eight employees and that some of his attorneys have already received sexual-assault training and will continue to do so.

For Van Valkenburg, who will retire at the end of the year after 16 years as the Missoula County attorney, the fight is an emotional one, with his legacy at stake. He says his prosecution rate is not out of step with national averages. He also contends that the Department of Justice relied on erroneous hearsay in its scathing findings letter, which included the comment from one attorney to the mother of a 5-year-old rape victim, "Boys will be boys." "People in this office don't think like that," he says.

Van Valkenburg has refused to cooperate with the Justice Department and is suing on the grounds that it doesn't have the authority to investigate his office. But even friends in town wish he would stop resisting. "I know Fred believes himself to be right, but at some point he's going to have to choose between being right and moving forward," says Missoula Mayor John Engen. For their part, the mayor and the chief of police have cooperated with Justice, implementing trauma training for police officers, creating a less intimidating interview room for sexual-assault victims and inviting trained counselors to participate in interviews with victims. All told, the city allocated roughly $350,000 in its 2015 fiscal year budget to cover the changes.

Will the kind of steps being taken at Missoula actually make women safer? Few doubt that educating students about the sexual-assault threat and empowering them through bystander-awareness programs can help head off some assaults. But some victims and advocates say colleges
need to get tougher on the perpetrators. Expulsion could be a powerful deterrent, but schools are still reluctant to expel young men over sexual conduct, say the co-founders of Know Your IX, a grassroots student movement that educates students about Title IX. "When someone who rapes is suspended for a day, it sends the message to the school community that sexual violence and relationship violence just isn't that big of a deal," says co-founder Dana Bolger, who says she was raped at Amherst College in 2011.

But while zero tolerance may sound good in principle, it can be disconcerting to male students—and their parents—who fear that zealous colleges will side with alleged victims in murky circumstances. "I wouldn't be surprised if there are schools in the country that don't expel people when they ought to. I'm also convinced there are schools that expel people when they shouldn't," says Matthew Kaiser, a criminal-defense attorney who has represented students accused of sexual assault at colleges and universities.

To properly protect accused students, Kaiser says, the standard for sexual assault should match the higher standard of proof applied to most other student violations, the accused should be entitled to representation by a lawyer or advocate and sanctions should reflect varying offenses. A student who sexually assaults a girl who is unconscious, he says, should receive a harsher punishment than one where the situation was ambiguous.

For the Obama Administration, the next step is widening the battle beyond Missoula. To kick this off, the White House released a report on April 29 outlining best practices for all schools. It called for some of the same measures undertaken at Montana, such as recommendations for a bystander-awareness program and advice on how to partner with the community and local law enforcement. It emphasized the value of annual campus surveys to hold colleges accountable. The White House hopes to make these mandatory through legislative or executive action, though that hopes are riding on efforts from Democratic Senators Kirsten Gillibrand of New York, Claire McCaskill of Missouri and Richard Blumenthal of Connecticut—the same trio that recently worked on bills to address sexual assault in the military and has promised to work on campus assaults.

The three Senators and their staffs met recently to brainstorm and came up with more than a dozen ideas for measures to put in a campus-assaults bill. Gillibrand tells Time that standout ideas so far include requiring climate surveys to give everyone, including prospective students and parents, an apples-to-apples comparison of schools and extending the statute of limitations on Title IX complaints beyond the current six months. McCaskill says she is also interested in examining fines, federal grants for prevention efforts and mandating that a trained interviewer meet victims early in the process. Both Gillibrand and McCaskill say they favor tougher sanctions against perpetrators and greater cooperation between colleges and local law enforcement. Whether a majority of their colleagues would agree is far from clear.

Back at Missoula, meanwhile, the mood is better. The spring air is throwing the Bitterroot Mountains in sharp relief, and some of the campus angst about the "rape capital" nickname has been supplanted by confidence that the university is on the right path. Graduation is set for May 17 in the school's beloved Washington Grizzly Stadium. Some 3,600 students will move on, having received degrees and an unexpected crash course on the myths and realities of sexual assault. And this fall, a new class of freshmen will arrive in need of the same education.
The Debate: How should college campuses handle sexual assault?

KIRSTEN GILLIBRAND

It's a Crime

There is a pervasive lack of understanding when it comes to the true nature of campus sexual assault. These are not dates gone bad or a good guy who had too much to drink. This is a crime largely perpetrated by repeat offenders, who instead of facing a prosecutor and a jail cell remain on campus after a short-term suspension, if punished at all.

Gillibrand is a U.S. Senator from New York

JED RUBENFELD

Redefining Rape

In addition to widespread underreporting and defective procedures for handling campus rape, another fundamental problem is confusion over the very definition of rape. Yale redefined sexual assault among students as any “nonconsensual sexual contact,” where consent must be a prior “unambiguous” “agreement” to each “specific” touching, whether or not consented to in the past. This sounds great until you think about it. If two Yale students are kissing and one of them touches the other sexually, that person has apparently committed sexual assault even if they’ve done it before. Other colleges tell students that sex with someone intoxicated is always assault. And in the past, schools have warned that sex could be deemed coercive if there were “power differentials” between students, “real or perceived,” like if an undergrad slept with a graduate teaching assistant, or if a student felt “psychologically pressured.”

These overbroad, unenforceable definitions of sexual assault are counterproductive. They conflate violent rape with objectionable conduct of much lesser gravity. They may discourage reporting because the process so often ends with no punishment or, conversely, results in punishment of individuals who haven’t actually committed an assault. Worst of all, they fail to target the real problem: the small percentage of actual rapists who escape punishment again and again; RAINN, the nation’s largest anti-sexual-violence organization, recently cited evidence suggesting that over 90% of college rapes are committed by just 3% of college men who are repeat offenders.

If we want to get serious about college rape, we should do four things. First, clear up the rules: sex is rape when procured by violence, threat, physical incapacitation, drugging or intoxication so great that the victim didn’t know what was happening. Second, at fraternities or similar houses, anyone who knows that another person is having sex with someone incapacitated by alcohol (or surreptitiously drugged) should be subject to discipline if he does nothing to try to stop it. Third, rape complaints should be heard by independent, trained professionals instead of school administrators. Finally, when one student is accused by more than one complainant, special procedures should be triggered and students strongly encouraged to go to the police.

Rubenfeld is a Yale Law School professor and a co-author of The Triple Package with his wife Amy Chua

EMMA SULKOWICZ

A Survivor Still Haunted

I was raped the first day of my sophomore year. I didn’t report it at first, but then I met two other women who said the same person had assaulted them. I had to do something. We all reported our cases, and all three were dismissed.

During my hearing, which didn’t take place until seven months after I reported the incident, one panelist kept asking me how it was physically possible for anal rape to happen. I was put in the horrible position of trying to explain how this terrible thing happened to me. I also had to watch my rapist give his testimony on a television. Not only was he lying, but he was also making up these graphic and disgusting stories of sex that we’d had.

Ultimately they decided he wasn’t guilty. I appealed, but appeals go to the dean, who basically has the autonomy to make the final decision for every case of sexual assault on campus. That’s not right. They must find a disinterested party, or they should train the dean, because he hasn’t been trained to deal with survivors.

Every day, I am afraid to leave my room. As long as my rapist is on campus, he can harass me. I’ve lost friends who say they sympathize with him. I think many men see rape as kinky sex that went wrong. They say girls are confusing and it’s hard to tell when you’re supposed to stop. When I was raped, I was screaming “no” and struggling against him. He was turned on by my distress.

Sulkowicz is a junior at Columbia University
JOE BIDEN

The White House Acts

You don’t want to be a school that mishandles rape. Guess what? Step up. It’s time. It’s absolutely time because the moral disapprobation of society is the most powerful tool for effecting change.

Biden is the Vice President of the U.S.

JACLYN FRIEDMAN

An Image Problem

Trusting schools to quietly and voluntarily prevent sexual violence on campus has been tried for decades, and it’s failed. It fails because schools that succeed at suppressing victim reporting benefit from the impression that they don’t have a “rape problem,” while the more transparent schools’ reputations (and donations) take a hit.

Friedman is an activist and a co-editor of Yes Means Yes

MARISKA HARGITAY

Ending the Silence

Society continues to misplace blame and shame on survivors—both women and men—on college campuses and everywhere else. That has to end. We must confront the myths and excuses that help perpetuate sexual assault. We must speak about these issues boldly, thoughtfully and often because criminals thrive when we are silent, when we are reluctant to engage, when we insist that these issues are too murky to sort out.

Hargitay founded the Joyful Heart Foundation and stars in Law & Order: SVU

TERESA SULLIVAN

Best Practices

Adjudication is difficult. We have to respect the rights of the accused, as well as rights of the accuser, just as you would have to do in the criminal-justice system.

Sullivan is the president of the University of Virginia

MATTHEW KAISER

What About Our Sons?

Colleges will risk sanction by the Department of Education if they don’t take action in favor of women who report sexual assault. The school’s incentive is to set up a process that results in guilt.

One way schools accomplish this is by defining sexual assault as sex with anyone who has been drinking. But drunk sex isn’t what Joe Biden is talking about. The “drunk sex = rape” rule is systematically unfair to male students, especially when we all know drunk sex is common in college. When my daughter leaves for college, I want her to be protected from sexual assault. But when my son goes to college, I want him not to risk his future whenever he has sex after a party. And, based on the cases I’ve seen, I’m more concerned for my son than my daughter.

Kaiser is a criminal defense lawyer who has represented students accused of sexual assault

CHRISTINA HOFF SOMMERS

Campus Hysteria

Sexual assault on campus is a genuine problem—but the new rape-culture crusade is turning ugly. Professors have been urged to place “trigger warnings” on class syllabi with books like The Great Gatsby because of misogynist violence. Students at Boston University tried to have a Robin Thicke concert canceled: his hit song “Blurred Lines” is supposedly a rape anthem. (Lyrics include “I know you want it.”) Meanwhile, the list of falsely accused young men subject to kangaroo-court justice is growing. This movement will do little to help victims, but it is turning our campuses into hostile environments for free expression and due process.

And so far, university officials, political leaders and the White House are siding with the mob.

Sommers is a resident scholar at the American Enterprise Institute
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